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It would not be wrong to say that 
there is still potential for improve-
ment of existing and development of 
completely new applications based on 
dynamic speckles, although they are 
known for many decades. In this the-
sis two novel methods based on dy-
namic speckles for detection of small 
defects of nontransparent surfaces 
and for estimation of light penetra-
tion depth in turbid media are pre-
sented. Also, theoretical limits of the 
measurement accuracy of the systems 
based on spatial filtering of dynamic 
speckles are examined. Besides, utili-
zation of a micro-electro-mechanical 
system (MEMS) mirror as a deflector 
in the dynamic speckles range sensor 
is discussed in this work.
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 ABSTRACT 
Laser speckle effect is in a sense unique. One part of the optical 
society working with coherent illumination considers it as a nui-
sance. So, in holography, laser interferometry, optical coherence 
tomography, laser-based information visualization, and many 
other fields the speckle effect is nothing but a noise. At the same 
time, another part of the society considers it as an asset, since 
the speckle effect provides ample opportunities for monitoring 
of displacements, deformations, and alterations of other proper-
ties of various objects. And even though the speckle effect is 
known for several decades, the fields related to it are still devel-
oping actively. 
In this thesis, least detectable speckle transition equal to the 
average speckle size has been used as a criterion for estimation 
of the accuracy limits of the measuring systems based on the 
spatial filtration of dynamic speckles. It is shown that the resolu-
tion of any measuring system using the spatial filtration of dy-
namic speckles is defined only by the geometry of the optical 
system. Theoretical analysis of statistical properties of the signal 
in the systems with spatial filtering shows that the signal fre-
quency can be evaluated with precision sufficient to achieve the 
highest possible accuracy. The developed theory allows for de-
signing an optimal measuring system, and can be used for com-
parison of this system performance with that of the competing 
methods. 
Also here has been proposed novel architecture of the scan-
ning dynamic-speckles range sensor with a micro-electro-
mechanical system (MEMS) deflecting mirror for surface scan-
ning. Usage of the MEMS deflector makes the range sensor more 
compact, reliable and cost-efficient in comparison with the pre-
viously reported versions. It is shown that harmonic oscillations 
of the MEMS mirror do not compromise the sensor accuracy. 
For the signal processing here was used the zero-crossing meth-
od, which is simple, fast and robust.  
The scheme typical for the dynamic-speckles range sensor 
has been used to demonstrate feasibility of new for detection of 
the small defects on the surface of nontransparent scattering ma-
terials. This technique is immune to the low frequency optical 
noise and provides high fidelity of measurements. It is shown 
that its resolution is defined solely by the geometrical parame-
ters of the optical system. Simplicity and versatility of the pro-
posed technique provides a good basis for practical applications 
in the industrial quality inspection systems. 
The novel method for estimation of light penetration depth 
(LPD) in turbid media which is also presented in this work is 
based on analysis of the spatial structure variations of the laser 
speckle patterns caused by the change of the illumination condi-
tions. Simple theoretical model based on the theory of Bragg dif-
fraction from volume holograms was used for description of the 
speckle patterns behavior. It is shown that this model allows 
quantitative estimation of the LPD if the refractive index of 
studied material is known, while qualitative LPD estimation 
does not require knowledge of any optical properties of the ma-
terial.   
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1 Introduction  
Invention of the light amplification by stimulated emission of 
radiation (LASER) in the early sixties of the previous century 
has provided unique possibilities for researchers and 
industry [1]. However, illumination of any optically rough sur-
face with a coherent light source (even with a femtosecond la-
sers [2]) inevitably leads to irregular distribution of the scattered 
light intensity at the observation plane. This granular intensity 
distribution called “speckle pattern” is formed due to the inter-
ference of a large number of waves scattered by the surface ir-
regularities [3]. Note that the surface can be considered optically 
rough when the surface irregularities are larger or comparable 
with the wavelength of the illumination. Initially the speckle ef-
fect was considered only as an optical noise affecting infor-
mation content and resolution of the images. For that reason 
multiple techniques of speckle reduction were developed in 
such fields as holography [4–9], holographic interferometry [10], 
holographic microscopy [11], laser microscopy [12–14], optical 
coherence tomography [15–19], laser-based information visuali-
zation [20] and some others. A good review of the speckle re-
duction techniques is given in [21]. 
But in a little while it was found that the speckle effect can be 
used to monitor displacements and deformations of objects. 
Nowadays various methods and techniques based on the speck-
le effect are grouped under the name “Speckle metrology”. Ex-
cellent survey of this field is given in the book of the same name 
edited by R. S. Sirohi [22]. The speckles can be used for analysis 
of behavior of a car parts [23], monitoring of a paint drying pro-
cess [24], study of a metal [25,26] or stone corrosion [27], image 
reconstruction [28,29], displacement sensors [30] and blood flow 
measurements [31] to name but a few applications.  
The majority of the measurement methods based on the 
speckle effect are dealing not with the static speckle patterns, 
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but with the ones varying along with the changes of the object 
properties. Such time-varying speckles are traditionally referred 
to as “dynamic”. Although dynamic speckles are known for 
many decades it would not be wrong to say that both their 
study and list of their applications are yet to be completed. For 
instance, the classical study of accuracy of measuring systems 
using spatial filtering of dynamic speckles performed by 
Veselov and Popov [32] does not take into account averaging 
process during long-term measurements. This incompleteness of 
the accuracy study hamper comparison of characteristics of the-
se measuring systems with that of the systems based on alterna-
tive methods. Therefore, the study of measuring accuracy of the 
systems using spatial filtering should be supplemented. In their 
turn, characteristics of the scanning dynamic speckles range 
sensors [33–35], which can be used as a good example of meas-
uring systems based on dynamic speckles, in addition to other 
factors are defined by the properties of the deflector used in the 
optical setup. Thus, proper choice of the deflector can both im-
prove performance of the range sensor and make the sensor 
more attractive for industrial applications. Moreover, there is 
always need for new simple and cost-effective optical systems 
suitable for fast sensing and monitoring of various 
physicotechnical parameters in industrially oriented tasks. The 
dynamic speckle effect is a good basis for development of such 
optical sensors. 
The aim of this work is to address problems indicated in the 
previous paragraph. Theoretical limits of achievable accuracy 
for measuring systems based on spatial filtration of the dynamic 
speckles will be discussed in Chapter 2. Novel architecture of 
the dynamic speckles range sensor will be presented in Chap-
ter 3. Finally, original technique and system for detection of 
small surface defects based on the analysis of spatially filtered 
dynamic speckles and novel method for experimental estima-
tion of the light penetration depth in turbid media utilizing the 
analysis of structural changes of speckle patterns caused by var-
iation of the illumination angle will be introduced and discussed 
in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, respectively.  
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2 Accuracy of sensors 
based on spatial filtration 
of dynamic speckles 
As it was mentioned in the introduction, the speckle pattern is 
observed when the coherent laser beam illuminates optically 
rough surface. Already in the in the first works reporting dis-
covery of the speckle effect [36–38] it was noted that when the 
beam and the surface are displacing in respect to each other the 
speckle pattern changes in both time and space, or in other 
words it becomes dynamic. There are two types of the speckle 
dynamics: translation and boiling [39]. The former denotes shift-
ing of the whole speckle pattern with its spatial structure re-
maining almost constant in response to the relative beam-
surface displacement. The later stands for such changes of the 
speckle pattern when every single speckle is changing its shape, 
size and position individually while the whole pattern does not 
move. Since pure types of the speckle dynamics are rarely ob-
served, in the majority of cases those types are combined. It 
means that usually translational motion of the speckle pattern is 
accompanied by the shape deformation of individual speckles. 
Rate of the speckle shape changes is defined by the proportion 
between speckle translation and boiling, which in its turn de-
pends on the optical configuration used for observation of the 
dynamic speckles. When the illumination is done by a divergent 
Gaussian beam and the speckles are observed after the free 
space propagation of the scattered light the translation dynamic 
of speckles is always prevailing over the boiling if the illuminat-
ed surface is situated outside of the beams Rayleigh range and 
the distance from the beam waist to the surface is smaller than 
that between the surface and the observation plane [40]. 
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The fact that the motion of dynamic speckles is defined by 
the configuration of the optical system and the relative velocity 
of the surface from which the light was scattered [41–47] can be 
used in ether velocity [45,46] or range [48,49] sensing. In both 
cases unknown quantity is estimated through the measurement 
of the dynamic speckle pattern velocity, i.e. its displacement 
within specified time interval. One of the methods which is 
widely used for estimation of the speckle pattern changes was 
proposed by Yamaguchi [50] and was later supplemented by 
works of Sjödahl [51] and Horváth et al. [52]. This method, cur-
rently known as electronic (digital) speckle photography, is 
based on the correlation of the speckle patterns generated by the 
object under investigation and recorded using matrix 
photodetector arrays (CCD or CMOS) during object’s defor-
mation (translation, rotation, etc.). Judging from the behavior of 
the correlation peak one can estimate the nature and magnitude 
of the deformation. In our case, displacement of the speckle pat-
tern is estimated from the position of the correlation peak. Accu-
racy of this method is defined by a number of parameters of the 
measuring system, i.e. image sensor noise level, average speckle 
size in pixels, total amount of pixels and some other. When the-
se parameters are optimized and proper image processing algo-
rithm is used, this method can yield the accuracy comparable or 
even equal to the Cramér-Rao bound. However, at the high ob-
ject velocity other system properties, namely sensor frame rate 
and the data processing speed, become critical. In particular, 
when the object velocity exceeds several meters per second the 
requirements to the sensor frame rate and data processing speed 
become either very tough, or completely unreasonable. 
Another method for estimation of the speckle pattern velocity 
is based on the spatial filtration. This method was proposed by 
Ator for estimation of movement velocity at aerial survey [41]. 
Later he has developed the theoretical basis of this method 
in [44]. Spatial filtration of the moving image by the diffraction 
grating or by the binary filter consisting of the stopping and 
transmitting stripes allows for estimation of the image velocity. 
The velocity is estimated from the signal of a single 
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photodetector situated after the filter. Therefore, amount of data 
required for velocity estimation is reduced dramatically and 
speed of the object movement is not the limiting factor. Stavis 
was the first one to apply the spatial filtration to the dynamic 
speckle patterns [46]. At the moment, spatial filtration is the 
simplest method for estimation of the dynamic speckle velocity. 
As it was mentioned before, the dynamic speckles can be used 
in velocity and range sensors. However, the speckles are sto-
chastic in nature, which implies certain restrictions on the accu-
racy of the measurements. Whereas accuracy of the commonly 
used methods, such as triangulation or time-of-flight for dis-
tance measurements, was thoroughly studied (e.g., see review of 
laser ranging techniques given by Amann et al. in [53]), there 
were no comprehensive theoretical estimations of achievable ac-
curacy of measuring instruments using spatially filtered dynam-
ic speckles. Without these estimations one can neither find the 
best design of a measuring system providing the highest meas-
urement accuracy for a specific application, nor adequately 
compare performance of that system with that of another sys-
tems. Original theoretical estimation of accuracy limits of the 
measuring systems utilizing spatial filtration of the dynamic 
speckles will be presented in this chapter.  
2.1 RELATIVE ACCURACY OF MEASUREMENTS 
As one already knows, the spatial filtration of the dynamic 
speckles is mainly used in diffraction velocimeters and range 
sensors. In the velocimeters and early versions of the range sen-
sors dynamic speckles are typically originate from the move-
ment of an optically rough surface or a particle flow in respect to 
the fixed laser beam, as shown in Fig. 2.1(a). The situation typi-
cal to the recent modifications of range sensors, where dynamic 
speckles are formed by the rapid scan of the fixed or slowly 
moving surface with a deflected laser beam, is illustrated in 
Fig. 2.1(b).  
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Figure 2.1 Two configurations for the formation of dynamic speckles: (a) moving ob-
ject and (b) scanning laser beam. (Originally from Paper I) 
In the observation plane translating speckle pattern can be 
presented as a two-dimensional (2D) intensity distribution 
I(r’,r0), where r is the radius vector representing the coordinate 
and r0 is a vector parameter related to the surface plane repre-
senting the shift of the laser beam in respect to the object sur-
face. The speckles dynamics can be described by a 2D correla-
tion function, which is evaluated as integration over the speckle 
pattern area ( S'r ), of two speckle patterns obtained for differ-
ent relative beam-surface positions: 
 SIIG
S
d),'(),'(),( 000 rrrrrrr

 . (2.1) 
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Normalized space-time correlation functions of the speckle 
patterns ),(/),(),( 			 rrr GGg   with removed mean value cal-
culated for the most of illumination and observation conditions 
were presented in [54]. And for the case when the object illumi-
nation is done by a Gaussian beam and the scattered light is ob-
served after a free space propagation the correlation function, 
with a slight modification described in [55], can be written in on-
ly spatial representation as  
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Here rS is the average speckle size in the observation plane, w is 
the beam radius on the object surface, and A is a scaling factor 
connecting relative beam-surface displacement with the shift of 
the speckle pattern in the observation plane. Analysis of the first 
exponential term in Eq. (2.2) shows that correlation function has 
a maximum at the condition r = Ar0, which means that relative 
beam-surface displacement by r0 corresponds to the shift of the 
spackle pattern by Ar0. 
The scaling factor can be presented in the terms of geomet-
rical parameters of the optical setup: distance between the object 
surface and the observation plane l, and the wavefront-
curvature radius of the illuminating beam RW. It should be noted 
that the scaling factor is different for the cases illustrated in 
Fig. 2.1. In the first case, which was thoroughly studied in the 
second half of last century [56–60], the moving surface is illumi-
nated by the fixed laser beam [Fig. 2.1(a)] and the scaling factor 
has a form A(a) = 1 + l/RW. In the second case, interest to which has 
appeared only recently [33], the deflecting laser beam rapidly 
scans the fixed or slowly moving surface and the scaling factor 
can be represented as A(b) = l/RW [55]. Since, as it was mentioned 
above, when the illumination is done by a divergent Gaussian 
beam and the object is situated outside of the Rayleigh range of 
the beam the translation dynamic of speckles is always prevail-
ing, only that illumination type will be considered in this work. 
Usually the distance from the beam waist to the surface ρ (see 
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Fig. 2.1) is much larger that the Rayleigh range. In this case the 
beam wavefront-curvature radius can be assumed to be equal to 
this distance, RW ≈ ρ. It is also assumed here that l >> ρ, which is 
valid for the majority of the measuring systems. 
Knowing the translation distance of the speckle pattern r and 
using relation r = Ar0 one can easily find ether the scaling factor 
A or the surface displacement r0. On the one hand, in 
velocimeters position of the optical head is fixed and conse-
quently the scaling factor A is known. Therefore, knowledge of 
the speckle translation allows estimation of surface displace-
ment r0, which is directly related to the surface speed. On the 
other hand, in range sensors the relative surface speed is known, 
which makes r0 known parameter. Consequently the speckle 
translation allows estimation of the coefficient A and, since usu-
ally value (l - ρ) is known, the distance ρ. 
Thereby, in both velocimeters and range sensors the speckle 
translation r is the key parameter for estimation of the 
measurand. Consequently, errors in evaluation of this parame-
ter lead to uncertainties in the final results. From the theory of 
errors we know that errors in the relation |r| = A|r0| are connected 
as 20
22
0
22 )()()( rrr AA   , where δ|r|, δA and δ|r0| are 
measurement uncertainties for speckle translation, scaling factor 
and beam-surface shift, respectively. This equation can be used 
for calculation of relative errors for both velocimeters and the 
range sensors. As was mentioned above, in velocimeters the 
scaling factor A is known (δA = 0). In this case equation for the er-
ror in the estimation of the beam-surface displacement can be 
written as δ|r0| = δ|r|/A. And this equation allows calculation of 
the relative error of beam-surface displacement as 
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It is easy to see that since in range sensors the relative surface 
velocity and consequently the surface displacement are known 
(δr0 = 0), the relative error of the scaling factor is also equal to 
the relative error of the speckle translation: 
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In its turn, the relative error in the evaluation of the scaling fac-
tor A defines the relative error in the estimation of distance ρ. 
Since in the most of arrangements l >> ρ, it is easy to show that  
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Therefore, calculation of the relative error of the speckle pattern 
translation provides estimation of relative errors for both types 
of measuring systems: velocimeters and range sensors. 
2.2 DIFFRACTION-LIMITED ACCURACY 
As it was shown, in the measuring systems based on the spatial 
filtration of dynamic speckles the measuring accuracy is defined 
by the errors in the estimation of the translation distance of the 
speckle patterns. These errors stem from the stochastic nature of 
speckles. The behavior of speckles is strongly dependent on the 
diffraction properties of light implied by the parameters of the 
Gaussian beam and features of the optical setup. It is only natu-
ral to consider these properties of light as a main factor limiting 
the accuracy in the discussed systems. In addition, here for sim-
plicity reasons the laser power and an optical noise are excluded 
from consideration. 
A standard method of evaluation of a speckle pattern transla-
tion is to calculate crosscorrelation function for two speckle pat-
tern snapshots taken before and after the translation. The dis-
tance of the speckle translation, |r| = L, is evaluated from the po-
sition of the correlation maximum. Since the light diffraction is 
chosen as the main factor limiting the accuracy, it is assumed 
here that estimation uncertainty in the translation measure-
ments is equal to the correlation radius of speckle, δ|r| = δL = rS. It 
is clear that the relative accuracy δL /L improves with the in-
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crease of the speckle translation distance L. However, analysis of 
Eq. (2.2) shows that magnitude of the correlation peak is in-
versely proportional to that distance. As the most reasonable 
speckle translation can be considered shift of the pattern that 
causes the decay of the correlation peak by e. It is clear from the 
second exponential term of the Eq. (2.2) that such speckle trans-
lation is equal to rT = A w. The parameter rT is called speckle 
translation length. Thereby, in a single measurement one can 
measure translation of speckles by rT with the accuracy rS. The 
measurement can be continued using the second snapshot as an 
original one and taking another snapshot after the speckle trans-
lation by rT. In case when that operation is repeated N times the 
speckle pattern is translated by the distance LT = N rT. Supposing 
that errors in each measurement are random and independent 
the uncertainty of this measurement can be written as 
TTSST rLrrNL / . Therefore, one can estimate the rela-
tive error of the whole measurement as: 
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The total speckle displacement, LT, corresponds to the surface 
displacement LS = LT/A. Taking into account that the speckle 
translation distance is defined as rT = A w, the Eq. (2.6) can be re-
written as: 
 
S
S
wLA
r
 . (2.7) 
In addition, the average speckle size is defined as rS = lλ/(πw), 
where λ is the wavelength of the illuminating beam. The beam 
radius at the object surface is expressed as w = ρ NA, where 
NA = sin(ψ) [see Fig. 2.1(a)] is the numerical aperture of the 
beam. By substituting these values to the Eq. (2.7) and consider-
ing that the scaling factor is approximately calculated as A ≈ l/ρ 
one will get the formula for relative error of the measuring sys-
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tem based on the spatial filtration of the dynamic speckles in the 
form: 
 
SL


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 . (2.8) 
This equation can be used for estimation of the absolute error 
of measurements for both range sensors and the velocimeters. In 
the first case, the measurand is the distance ρ. Therefore, for 
range sensors the absolute error of measurements can be found 
as δρ = ρ γ:  
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In the second case, the measurand is the surface velocity V. The 
surface displacement LS is the product of the surface velocity V 
and the time of measurement T. Hence, for velocimeters the ab-
solute error of measurement can be found as: 
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2.3 TEMPORAL CHARACTERISTICS 
In the previous subchapter the Eq. (2.8) was obtained under the 
assumption that in systems based on spatial filtration of dynam-
ic speckles measurement inaccuracy originates from the uncer-
tainty in the estimation of the speckle position, which is defined 
by the average speckle size. This accuracy limitation is imposed 
by the wave properties of the light and in this regard it is similar 
to the Rayleigh criterion for resolution of optical 
instruments [61]. As one can note, there are no temporal charac-
teristics, such as speckle or surface velocities, in Eq. (2.8). In fact, 
the relative measurement accuracy is defined by just a few geo-
metrical parameters of the optical setup. Nevertheless, it is also 
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clear that in order to achieve diffraction-limited accuracy opera-
tional speed of the receiving (photodetector and its amplifier) 
and data-processing parts of the system should be adequate to 
the temporal properties of the speckle pattern. Therefore, it is 
important to find the temporal parameters of the photodetector 
signal that correspond to the spatial characteristics of the speck-
le pattern defining the accuracy limits. 
The spatial-temporal properties of the dynamic speckles can 
be described by several statistical parameters [54]. For a given 
speckle velocity, VS = A V, it is possible to introduce a temporal 
parameter equivalent to the speckle translation length 
rT: τLT = rT/VS = w/V. This parameter is called as speckle lifetime. 
By using it the beam spot radius at the studied surface can be 
represented as w = V τLT. Another temporal characteristic of the 
dynamic speckles called as coherence time of speckles, τC, was 
introduced by Yoshimura in [54] as  
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Assuming that rT >> rS, as it usually is for the measuring systems 
with the spatial filtration of light, one can simplify the Eq. (2.11) 
to τC = rS/VS. The coherence time of speckles defines the frequen-
cy bandwidth of the time-varying speckle-intensity fluctuations 
caused by the relative beam-surface displacement. Since the cor-
relation function of these intensity fluctuations is a Gaussian 
function, the power spectrum of the fluctuations is also a Gauss-
ian function. Frequency bandwidth of the later defined by the 
value of 1/e from the maximum is expressed as  
 	 NA/)( 1 Vf CS 
 . (2.12)  
Using the above temporal characteristics of the speckles and 
remembering that LS = V T, one can rewrite Eq. (2.7) as 
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Spatial filtration of the dynamic speckles by the spatial filter 
(e.g., optical grating, Ronchi rulings) results in periodical modu-
lation of the filtered light intensity. Collection of this light by a 
convenient photodetector provides quasiperiodic electric signal 
whose central frequency is defined as 
 




AVVf S0 , (2.14)  
where Λ is the period of the spatial filter. Typical oscilloscope 
trace of such a signal is shown in Fig. 2.2. This signal fragment 
was filtered by a band-pass filter in order to remove high fre-
quency noise and influence of the low-frequency component of 
the signal. 
   
Figure 2.2 Typical oscilloscope trace of the photodiode signal provided by spatially fil-
tered dynamic speckles.  
According to Eq. (2.14), the central frequency of the 
photodetector signal f0 depends on the scaling factor and the 
surface velocity. Consequently, similarly to the speckle transla-
tion distance LT, it can be used in various applications for veloci-
ty or distance measurements. Analysis of the photodetector sig-
nal parameters defining the measurement accuracy can be done 
using the spectral description of that signal. Due to the stochas-
tic nature of the dynamic speckles the photodiode signal is also 
stochastic. It represents itself as a random process whose spec-
tral power density can be described by a Gaussian function [32]: 
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or with substitution of rS by VS/(πfS): 
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Here fD = (πτCD)-1 is half of the signal bandwidth, defined by the 
correlation time τCD 
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where D is the aperture size of the spatial filter from which the 
light is collected into the photodetector. Simple analysis of the 
Eq. (2.16) shows that increasing of the signal correlation time τCD 
leads to the narrower signal spectrum, and consequently to the 
higher accuracy of the estimation of the central frequency f0. Ac-
cording to the Eq. (2.17), the correlation time approaches its 
maximum when D >> rT. If this condition is met, then the signal 
correlation time becomes equal to the speckle lifetime 
τCD = τLT = rT/VS. 
Further analysis of the Eq. (2.16) shows that for a given 
speckle bandwidth fS the power of the informative part of the 
signal spectrum decays rapidly with the increase of the central 
frequency f0. On the one hand, this implies that the photodiode 
signal has a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) sufficient for estimation 
of the signal frequency only if the central frequency does not ex-
ceed the speckle bandwidth, f0 ≤ fS. On the other hand, for a giv-
en signal bandwidth fD accurate frequency estimation requires 
sufficiently high central signal frequency. Thus, in order to have 
a compromise between the SNR and the accuracy of the fre-
quency estimations central signal frequency should be properly 
chosen. As one can see from the Eq. (2.16), power of the signal 
informative part decays e times at the condition f0 = fS. Under the 
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assumption that in this case the SNR is high enough for proper 
data processing, using Eq. (2.13) one can calculate relative error 
of the frequency estimation as 
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Note that f0 becomes equal to fS when the grating period is π fold 
to the speckle size: Λ = πrS. 
 
2.4 ACCURACY OF SIGNAL FREQUENCY ESTIMATION 
Just like Eq. (2.8), both Eqs. (2.13) and (2.18) can be used for es-
timation of diffraction-limited accuracy of the measuring sys-
tems based on the spatial filtration of dynamic speckles. How-
ever, the later equation was derived under the certain assump-
tion concerning the SNR of the photodiode signal. Therefore, 
Eq. (2.18) cannot guarantee diffraction-limited accuracy estima-
tions unless the processing of the photodetector signal provides 
the optimal evaluation of its frequency. Due to the signal ran-
domness, a precise frequency measurement is not possible. The 
only option in this case is to use statistical evaluation of the fre-
quency using one of the signal processing algorithms, such as 
zero-crossing technique  [62,63], instantaneous frequency evalu-
ation  [64–66] or fast Fourier transform (FFT) [67,68]. But, inde-
pendently of the signal processing technique, the signal itself 
possesses some statistical properties that impose certain re-
strictions on the accuracy of the estimation of its central fre-
quency. These restrictions are very important since they are lim-
iting the final accuracy of the measuring systems based on dy-
namic speckles. In addition these restrictions allow estimation of 
the signal processing efficiency and provide information neces-
sary for optimization of the signal processing algorithm. 
Restrictions imposed on the accuracy of the frequency esti-
mation by the statistical properties of the signal can be found by 
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the theoretical analysis of the signal with known characteristics. 
Following the expression for the signal spectrum [see Eq. (2.16)] 
the higher band of the signal in time domain can be represented 
as a complex stochastic process s(t)=a(t)exp(2πif0t), where the real 
part of s(t) is the detected signal, f0 is its central frequency, and 
a(t) is a complex narrowband random process with the band-
width of fD. In time domain the stochastic nature of a(t) is char-
acterized by the correlation function R(t) = 2σ2r(t), where r(t) is a 
covariance function and σ2 is a variance of both real and imagi-
nary parts of a(t), which means that 2σ2 is the total power of the 
signal. According to the signal spectrum, the covariance func-
tion can be written as )/exp()( 22 CDttr 	 , where τCD is the cor-
relation time of the signal, which is equal to (πfD)-1. 
The simplified evaluation of the signal frequency can be done 
under assumption that two signal samples separated by the in-
terval of τCD are independent. It is important to note that the fre-
quency information is obtained basically from the signal phase 
f = (1/2π)∂φ/∂t. If the assumption concerning the independence of 
the signal samples is valid, then the signal phase difference ∆φ 
between these samples can be supposed to be an arbitrary ran-
dom value within the range from –π to +π with uniform proba-
bility distribution. Thus, the variance of random phase drift dur-
ing the time of τCD is 3/22 



. The phase drift ∆φ corre-
sponds to the signal frequency shift ∆f = ∆φ/(2πτCD). Therefore, 
the quadratic mean of frequency fluctuations can be estimated 
as 
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Using Eq. (2.19) one can estimate fluctuations of the signal 
frequency during the time interval τCD. It is clear estimation of 
the signal frequency over much longer time interval T = LS/V has 
an averaging effect. In this case the fluctuations of the measured 
frequency value are attenuated. Assuming that the signal values 
sampled with an interval τCD are independent and number of re-
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ceived samples during the measurement time T is N = T/τCD, the 
frequency error taking the averaging into account is: 
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This simplified evaluation of frequency variations provides 
only a rough estimation of system errors. However, this may be 
sufficient to calculate the approximate relative accuracy for sen-
sors with spatial filtering: 
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As one can see this value is close to the diffraction-limited 
relative error specified in Eq. (2.18). It means that the diffraction-
limited accuracy can be preserved in systems with spatial filter-
ing if proper signal processing is used for the mean frequency 
evaluation. It is necessary to note that in arrangements with the 
fixed spacing of the spatial filter, the condition f0 = fS (and there-
fore the diffraction-limited accuracy) can be achieved only for a 
certain distance between the beam waist and the surface 
ρ* = lλ/(Λ NA). For other distances, the relative accuracy of sen-
sors with spatial filtering can be calculated as 
 *
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where γ is the diffraction-limited relative accuracy defined by ei-
ther of Eqs. (2.8) or (2.13). This discrepancy between the diffrac-
tion-limited accuracy and accuracy of the realistic measuring 
system is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. Both curves are calculated using 
following parameters of the measuring system: the laser wave-
length λ = 0.532 μm, spatial filter spacing Λ = 1000 μm, relative 
beam-surface speed V = 35 m/s, total measurement time 
T = 100 μs and numerical aperture of the beam NA = 0.05. Also, 
considering that distance from the beam waist to the observa-
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tion plane, (l - ρ), is chosen to be equal to 75 mm, it easy to calcu-
late that these curves intersect in the point ρ* = 0.8 mm. 
 
Figure 2.3 Relative error of the mean frequency estimation as a function of the dis-
tance from the beam waist to the object surface. Solid curve is the accuracy calculated 
using Eq. (2.22); dashed curve is the diffraction-limited accuracy estimated by 
Eq. (2.8). 
Theoretical considerations presented in this chapter are sup-
ported by the experimental results. One can find these results 
and their detailed discussion in Paper I. It is necessary to make a 
special emphasis on one of important parts of the discussion. It 
was reported that accuracy of the measurements strongly de-
pends on the quality of the illuminating wavefront. So, correla-
tion time of the photodiode signal, τCD = w/V, was 40% smaller 
than the theoretical expectations when the illuminating beam 
was formed by the corrected optics. This difference was three-
fold when the corrected optics was changed by the ordinary bi-
convex lenses. This discrepancy can be attributed to a deviation 
of the real wavefront of the illuminating beam from the perfect 
spherical shape which is mainly caused by aberrations of the 
used optical elements. Because of the spherical aberrations a 
smaller part of the surface participates in formation of coherent 
photodiode signal, which results in diminishing of the signal 
correlation time and increasing of the measurement error. Thus, 
in order to achieve maximal accuracy of the measurements in 
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addition to the proper data processing one should provide high 
quality wavefront of the illuminating beam.  
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3 Range sensor using mi-
cro-electro-mechanical de-
flector 
Previous chapter was dedicated to estimation of theoretical lim-
its of the measurement accuracy of diffraction velocimeters and 
range sensors. It was shown that accuracy of these measuring 
systems is defined solely by the geometrical parameters of the 
optical setup and the illumination beam. One should choose 
these parameters properly in order to achieve measurement ac-
curacy close to the optimal one, limited only by the wave prop-
erties of the light itself. In comparison to the velocimeters and 
convenient range sensors, the scanning range sensors has addi-
tional component influencing the optimization process, namely, 
optical deflector. Besides defining such properties of the meas-
uring system as scanning velocity, central frequency of the pho-
todiode signal and length of the scan, the deflector imposes cer-
tain limitations on some properties of the illuminating beam. 
Surely, optimization of the optical setup should take the deflec-
tor into consideration, since qualities of this component influ-
ence performance of the whole system. Previous variations of 
the scanning range sensors were utilizing either acousto-optic 
deflector [33] or a fast-rotating mirror [34]. In addition to unique 
advantages and drawbacks, both of these deflector types are rel-
atively expensive and do not provide sufficiently high fidelity 
required for routine measurements under harsh industrial envi-
ronment. In this chapter novel design of a range sensor using 
scanning mirror based on the micro-electro-mechanical system 
(MEMS) technology for the laser beam deflection will be intro-
duced. Since the MEMS deflector is much more compact and re-
sistant to the mechanical influences than the rotating mirror, 
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and has a scanning angle much wider than the acousto-optic de-
flector, it can be considered as a good alternative to these deflec-
tors. Moreover, due to the economies of scale, it is significantly 
cheaper than either of them. However, due to specific opera-
tional principle of this deflector, its applicability to the range 
sensing has to be verified. Original analysis of the MEMS scan-
ner performance in the capacity of the range sensor deflector, 
and discussion of the data processing modifications related to 
the usage of this scanner will be given below.  
3.1 RANGE SENSING USING THE MEMS SCANNER 
Approximate layout of the dynamic-speckle range sensor using 
MEMS scanner as a deflector is presented in Fig. 3.1. Although 
the principles of the range sensing based on the spatial filtration 
of the dynamic speckles were described in the Chapter 2, it 
would be reasonable to remind some of them. In this method 
the distance evaluation is done through estimation of the central 
frequency of a quasiperiodical photodiode signal. According to 
Eq. (2.14), this frequency is defined by the ratio of the speckle 
pattern velocity in the observation plane, VS, to the period of the 
spatial filter, Λ. Speckles velocity is connected with the velocity 
of the laser spot on the object, V, by the scaling factor, A = l/ρ, as 
 
ρ
lV=AVVS  , (3.1) 
where l and ρ are the distances from the object surface to the 
spatial filter and the beam waist, respectively. In the systems us-
ing the acousto-optic or mirror-drum deflectors the velocity of 
the scanning beam is usually constant. However, due to the op-
erational principle of the MEMS scanning mirror, the beam ve-
locity greatly varies during the scan. The velocity inconstancy 
arises from the fact that the mirror oscillations occur at the reso-
nant frequency of the deflector mechanical structure, and the 
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mirror deflection angle θD varies in time in accordance with the 
sinusoidal law: 
   Ωtθ=tθ DFD sin2
, (3.2) 
where θDF is full (peak-to-peak) deflection angle, and Ω is MEMS 
resonant frequency. 
 
Figure 3.1 Layout of the dynamic-speckle range sensor using MEMS scanner as a de-
flector. Inset (a) presents the geometry of the scanning which takes place in the plane 
perpendicular to the figure. Inset (b) presents a segment of the spatial filter. (Original-
ly from Paper II) 
Since usually the distance from the mirror to the beam waist, 
R, is considerably bigger than that from the beam waist to the 
object surface, for simplicity reasons the velocity of the laser 
spot on the object surface can be supposed to be equal to the ve-
locity of the beam waist, V ≈ VFS. It is easy to show that y position 
of the beam waist can be defined as     tθ R=ty Dsin . The veloc-
ity of the beam waist can be found by taking the time derivative 
of this coordinate: 
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In its turn, the distance ρ between the beam waist and the sur-
face (in the direction of the beam propagation) can be presented 
as 
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where ρ0 is the shortest distance from the beam waist to the sur-
face. Substitution of Eqs. (3.3), (3.4) and (3.2) into Eq. (3.1) yields 
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It is clear that following the speckle velocity the signal fre-
quency f significantly varies during each half-period of beam de-
flections. As one can see, the frequency reaches its maximum 
when θD = 0, at Ωjπ=t / , where j is integer:  
 
0ρ 2
ΩlRθ=f DFmax . (3.6) 
Variations of the signal frequency during a half of the period of 
MEMS oscillations calculated using Eqs. (2.14) and (3.5) for two 
values of parameter ρ0 are shown in Fig. 3.2(a). As one can see, 
different distances between the beam waist and the surface pro-
vide the frequency traces clearly distinguishable from each oth-
er, which can be used for profile measurements. Nevertheless, 
the frequency changes significantly during a half of a scan. Con-
sequently, for a proper signal processing and correct distance 
calculation one have to take this specific feature of the system 
with MEMS into consideration. 
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Figure 3.2 Frequency variations during a half of the period of MEMS oscillations. (a) 
Theoretical calculations using Eq. (3.5) for ρ0 = 3.42 mm (curve 1) and 4 mm 
(curve 2). (b) Averaged spectrogram of the 16 statistically independent photodiode sig-
nals along the scan. Each signal was recorded during a half of the period of MEMS os-
cillations at ρ0 = 4 mm. Spectrogram was calculated from the signals using short-time 
Fourier transform with non-overlapping rectangular time windows of 32 μs. (Origi-
nally from Paper II) 
3.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SIGNAL PROCESSING  
Example of the oscilloscope trace of the photodiode signal pro-
vided by the setup employing the MEMS mirror (see Fig. 3.1), 
though too short to see the frequency variations, is presented in 
Fig. 3.3. Among the conventional methods used for frequency 
estimation of the stochastic signal, mentioned in section 2.4, the 
best results are usually provided by the spectral analysis em-
ploying FFT with further calculation of the central frequency. 
When the signal frequency is constant this method estimates the 
frequency value with the lowest random error. However, it pro-
vides poor results when the signal frequency changes along the 
scan. In this case, in order to achieve better results one can mod-
ify this method into time-frequency analysis using short-time 
Fourier transform (STFT) [69–71], which is typically used to ob-
tain signals spectrograms. The average spectrogram illustrating 
the variations of the signal frequency along the scan is shown in 
Fig. 3.2(b). This spectrogram was obtained by processing of 16 
statistically independent surface scans executed at the distance 
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ρ0 = 4 mm by using STFT with non-overlapping rectangular time 
windows of 32 )s each. As can be seen, there is a good quantita-
tive agreement between the spectrogram and the theoretical 
curve 2 in Fig. 3.2(a), calculated with the same parameter ρ0. 
Therefore, the STFT can be considered as a suitable data pro-
cessing method for such systems. But since the scanning range 
sensors typically have signals in the band of several MHz, im-
plementation of the STFT will require quite sophisticated signal 
processing with high performance digital signal processors. 
Hence, so far it cannot be advised for practical applications in 
industrial environment due to strict hardware requirements. For 
similar reason, for the present the instantaneous frequency 
evaluation method cannot be considered as a suitable solution. 
 
Figure 3.3 Typical oscilloscope trace of the photodiode response with removed low fre-
quency component obtained using the MEMS scanner, and example of the signal seg-
mentation. (Originally from Paper II) 
In its turn, the zero-crossing (ZC) algorithm does not require 
any sophisticated calculations and according to the published 
data [60,72] provides the accuracy of frequency estimation (and, 
consequently, of distance measurements) sufficient for most of 
industrial needs. As suggested by its name, this method is based 
on counting the instances of the signal crossing the zero level 
(i.e., the sine signal normally crosses this level twice during each 
cycle). Normally, within a set measurement window TF the sig-
nal with removed low-frequency component is divided into 
several segments of equal length TW (as illustrated in Fig. 3.3), 
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and in each of these segments number of zero crossings is calcu-
lated. In order to diminish influence of the noise, only zero 
crossings of the signal with amplitude higher than 2-8 root mean 
squares (RMS) of the noise are counted. Moreover, as one can 
see from Fig. 3.3, due to the peculiarities of the signal there can 
be false or missing zero crossings. For that reason all the signal 
segments with the number of crossings outside of the specified 
interval are disregarded in the process of the frequency estima-
tion. The average signal frequency is calculated as a ratio of the 
total number of valid zero crossings to the total length of valid 
segments. The results of application of this method to the sig-
nals obtained during a half period of MEMS oscillation at two 
distances from the beam waist to the object surface are shown in 
Fig. 3.4. The signals are processed using non-overlapping meas-
urement widows (TF = 32 μs) with a single segment in each and 
a different delay from the beginning of the scan. 
 
Figure 3.4 Frequency estimated by zero-crossing method during a half of the period of 
MEMS oscillations for ρ0 = 3.42 mm (circles) and ρ0 = 4 mm (squares). Measurement 
window had only one segment of length TF = 32 μs and variable delay from the start of 
the scan.  
As one can see, the frequency estimated by ZC technique is 
also in good agreement with theoretical calculations shown in 
Fig. 3.2(a). Due to the averaging, even in the center of the scan 
the estimated frequency is inevitably lower than the maximum 
frequency evaluated using Eq. (3.6). Nevertheless, it is im-
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portant to note that unlike the photodetector noise or stochastic 
nature of dynamic speckles, the systematic variations of the fre-
quency along the scan do not contribute to a random error of its 
estimation. Therefore, this systematic offset caused by the opera-
tional principle of the MEMS deflector can be neutralized after a 
proper calibration procedure. Consequently, usage of this type 
of deflectors does not compromise the accuracy of the scanning 
diffraction range sensors. 
3.3 ACCURACY AND PROPERTIES OF ZC ALGORITHM 
As was mentioned above, compensation of the frequency varia-
tions caused by the usage of the MEMS scanner requires calibra-
tion of the measuring system. The particular form of the calibra-
tion procedure is defined by the manner of the data acquisition. 
One of the ways is to use multiple measurement windows, as it 
was done to acquire data shown in Fig. 3.4. In this case it seems 
reasonable to retrieve shape of the frequency variance and find 
corresponding theoretical curve. Another approach is to use one 
big measurement window in the center of the scan, where ac-
cording to Eq. (3.5) and Figs. 3.2 and 3.4 the frequency difference 
is highest for different distances ρ0. In that case the single value 
of the averaged frequency should be set in correspondence with 
a certain distance. Although the former way appears to be a bit 
more accurate, the later one is much more computationally sim-
pler. Therefore, it is more promising for practical applications.  
In addition to the named frequency difference, the position of 
the measurement window is dictated by the quality of the sig-
nal. Due to certain features of the sensor scheme, quality of the 
photodiode signal decreases from the scan center to the borders. 
In other words, the photodiode signal obtained from the border 
of the scan has considerably more distortions leading to incor-
rect frequency evaluation by the ZC algorithm. As was men-
tioned in the previous section, poor signal quality can be com-
pensated by dividing the measurement window into segments, 
calculating the frequency within each segment and dropping the 
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segments with inadequate frequency values. One can see the in-
fluence of the signal segmentation on the performance of ZC al-
gorithm from Fig. 3.5, where are shown two series of measure-
ments carried out for different distances (ρ0 = 3.42 and 4.00 mm), 
for different lengths of measurement window (TF = 256 and 
512 )s) and with different lengths of the segments within the 
measurement windows (TW = 2k )s, k = 2, 3 ‥ 7). As seen in 
Fig. 3.5, the mean signal frequency is practically independent 
from the parameters of the signal segmentation for both used 
lengths of the measurement window. Even for the smallest seg-
ment of 4 μs, which yields a bit higher frequency estimation, the 
difference from data obtained for other segmentations does not 
exceed the standard deviation of the measurements. Therefore, 
for the high quality signal, as provided by the central part of the 
scan, the signal segmentation does not influence the perfor-
mance of the ZC algorithm. 
 
Figure 3.5 Frequency estimated by ZC method for ρ0 = 3.42 mm (upper points) and 4 
mm (lower points) with measurement windows of TF = 256 μs (circles) and 512 μs 
(squares). Measurement windows were centered at the middle of the scan.  
The data presented in Fig. 3.5 can be used for estimation of 
the accuracy of the distance measurements. As it was discussed 
in the Chapter 2 the relative error of the distance measurements 
is defined by that of the signal frequency estimation. For exam-
ple, typically the measurand in profile measurements is the dif-
ference between two distances, ∆ρ = ρ1 – ρ2. The relative meas-
urement error of this parameter can be estimated as  
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where 1,2 are experimentally determined standard deviations of 
frequency (shown as an error bars in Fig. 3.5) obtained from a 
single scan during a half-period of MEMS oscillations at ρ1 = 3.42 
mm and ρ2 = 4.0 mm respectively, and f1,2 are mean frequencies 
at these distances (points in Fig. 3.5). This relative error is shown 
in Fig. 3.6 as a function of the segments length. It is clear from 
this figure that the longer measurement window yields lower 
accuracy. The reason for this is the smaller frequency difference 
in the lateral parts of the scan coupled with the similar frequen-
cy fluctuations in the central and the lateral parts of the scan (see 
Fig. 3.4). Therefore, the shorter measurement window appears 
to be more suitable for profile measurements. 
  
Figure 3.6 Relative error of the distance measurements calculated using Eq. (3.7) for 
the measurement window of 256 μs (circles) and 512 μs (squares).  
The measurement accuracy can be improved by optimizing 
the parameters of the optical setup and averaging the results 
over a certain period of time. It was shown in Chapter 2 that the 
relative error is proportional to NA-3/2. Therefore, increasing of 
NA of the scanning beam is one of the efficient ways to improve 
the accuracy. However, in case of the limited size of the optical 
deflector there is always a tradeoff between the working dis-
tance of the sensor and the NA of the scanning beam. Thus, at 
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the similar conditions the deflector with the larger surface and 
the higher scanning speed provides higher measurement accu-
racy.  
 
Detailed description of the performed experiments and dis-
cussion of the experimental data are provided in Paper II. 
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4 Detection of small sur-
face defects  
The spatial filtration of dynamic speckles can be applied not on-
ly in the velocity measurements and range sensing. It was noted 
in Chapter 2 that imperfections of the illuminating beam wave-
front results in the diminishing of the photodetector signal cor-
relation time. In other words, deviation of the illuminating beam 
wavefront from the spherical shape results in the increase of the 
influence of the boiling type of the speckle dynamics. And the 
boiling speckles are prevailing in case of the surface illumina-
tion by a beam with completely distorted wavefront. However, 
when the radius of surface curvature is similar to that of the il-
luminating beam wavefront, even if the spherical shape of the 
wavefront is not distorted the surface illumination will yield the 
same effect. Small radius of the surface curvature usually signi-
fies an abrupt change of the surface profile, which is typical for 
the surface defects (e.g., scratches, inclusions, cracks, holes, fur-
rows, humps). Therefore, this can be used for detection of such 
defects.  
Among the conventional optical methods developed for 
searching of the surface defects there are two that used most 
commonly. The first one is so called “machine vision” [73–75]. It 
is based on the analysis of the digital images of the inspected 
surface, and its biggest advantage is capability to inspect a big 
surface area at a time. But, since in order to be capable of on-line 
detection of fine defects the method requires digital camera with 
high resolution and frame rate, and large computational re-
sources, the industrial detection systems based on this method 
are typically expensive and in many cases have low operational 
speed. The second method is based on the scanning of the sur-
face by a laser beam [76–78]. The defects are detected through 
the analysis of the light scattered by the surface: intensity of the 
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light scattered from the defective surface region noticeably dif-
fers from that of the defect-free surface region. The operational 
speed and resolution provided by this method are typically 
high, but usually systems based on it are not suitable for univer-
sal usage. In particular, they require recalibration in case if any 
of the parameters influencing the intensity of scattered light 
(surface roughness, scattering coefficient of material, etc.) are 
changed. Furthermore, it is quite possible that the fluctuations 
of the laser’s power or even presence of the dust can be a reason 
of false-positive response of the detection system.  
Usage of spatially filtered dynamic speckles for surface defect 
detection can provide high operational speed and resolution 
combined with simplicity and reliability of measurements. This 
novel method utilizing spatial filtration of dynamic speckles for 
detection of small surface defects, the factors defining its resolu-
tion and a ways to achieve optimal performance will be dis-
cussed in the current chapter.   
4.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD 
As it was mentioned above, typically in the presence of a surface 
defect the type of the speckle pattern dynamics is changing from 
translating to boiling. Since the main difference between these 
types of speckle dynamics is in the mean velocity of the speckle 
pattern (see introduction of Chapter 2), one can reliably discern 
them by using the spatial filtration. As one should already 
know, only the translation type of the speckle dynamics pro-
vides periodically modulated photodiode signal after the spatial 
filtration. Thus, change of the type of speckle dynamics is mani-
fested as a disappearance of that periodical modulation. Moreo-
ver, there is no periodical signal when the surface does not scat-
ter the incident illumination, as it happens when the scattering 
surface is absent (in presence of a through hole), when the light 
is specularly reflected (e.g., in case of the scratch on the coated 
metal surface), or when the light is completely absorbed by the 
surface (e.g., in case of inclusion of a highly absorbing material). 
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All of these cases can be considered as defects. Therefore, the 
absence of the periodical modulation of the photodiode signal 
can be used as an indication of the surface defect presence. 
However, presence of the surface defect is not the unique 
reason which can lead to irregular modulation of the output 
electrical signal of the photodiode. The temporal shape of the 
signal obtained by the spatial filtration of a single speckle is very 
close to pure sinusoidal. But, as it was mentioned in Chapter 2, 
individual speckles are statistically independent, that is each 
speckle has its own speed, shape and the lifetime. This results in 
the slightly different frequencies and phases of the signals pro-
vided by these speckles. Typically more than one speckle is col-
lected into a photodiode. Thus, the photodiode response is a 
combination of a several sinusoids with a different phases and 
slightly different frequencies, and, as was discussed in Sect. 2.3, 
it is represented by a narrow-band random signal with the mean 
frequency f0. Consequently, by increasing the number of speck-
les collected into the photodiode one will increase only the DC-
level, while amplitude of the modulation term will be compara-
ble with that for the case of collecting few speckles. This means 
that the small speckle ensembles (up to couple of tens of speck-
les [32]) can provide higher SNR than the larger ones [34]. 
Moreover, due to statistical difference of the collected speckles, 
even the photodiode signal obtained for a defect-free object sur-
face has some drop outs in its regular modulation, and periodic-
ity of these drops is characterized by the coherence time of dy-
namic speckles. Typically, the drops of the regular modulation 
in the signal obtained from the defect-free plain surface occur 
for no longer than 1 – 4 modulation periods. Therefore, absence 
of the regular modulation for longer than 10 periods can be as-
sociated with the presence of a surface defect in the scanned ar-
ea.  
One can see the difference between the photodiode responses 
recorded when the laser beam was scanning the defect-free sur-
face area and the area containing the defect (non-through hole) 
from Fig. 4.1. Both signals were recorded under the exactly the 
same conditions using the setup typical for diffraction 
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velocimeters and range sensors. The signals were filtered by a 
band-pass filter in order to remove the non-informative low-
frequency component and diminish influence of the high-
frequency noise. In spite of the fact that the conditions were the 
same, there is a big difference between these traces. The signal 
obtained from the defect-free surface [Fig. 4.1(a)] has quasi peri-
odical character with random phase variations, which is typical 
for the spatially filtered dynamic speckles (compare with Figs. 
2.2 and 3.3). It is clearly seen from this figure that the wave 
trains with the average length equal to the coherence length of 
speckles, τC, have between them several short phase failures 
caused by the stochastic nature of speckles. In contrast, the sig-
nal obtained by scanning of the surface containing the defect 
[Fig 4.1(b)] has no regular modulation for a much longer period 
of time. The length of this time period is in the excellent corre-
spondence with the defect size and the velocity of the laser 
beam. The scanning was organized so that the laser spot diame-
ter was equal to the diameter of non-through hole used as a 
sample of the surface defect, and the center of the spot was 
crossing the defect center. Therefore, the long absence of the pe-
riodically modulated signal indeed can be used as an indication 
of the surface defect presence. 
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Figure 4.1 Oscilloscope traces obtained by scanning (a) defect-free surface and (b) sur-
face area containing the defect (non-through hole with diameter equal to that of the la-
ser spot on the surface).  
4.2 RESOLUTION OF THE TECHNIQUE 
In the previous section it was shown how the spatial filtration of 
the dynamic speckles can be used for detection of the surface de-
fects. Now it is necessary to discuss the parameters defining 
resolution of that technique. Since it was proposed above to use 
absence of 10 or more periods of the photodiode signal periodi-
cal modulation as a criterion of the surface defect detection, the 
first of these parameters is the laser beam displacement which is 
needed to provide one period of the photodiodes signal modu-
lation. Indeed, in case if the defect size in the direction of the 
scanning is smaller than ten such displacement distances, then 
under the current conditions that defect is non-detectable by 
means of the discussed technique. That parameter can be easily 
derived using Eq. (2.14) as: 
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As it was discussed in Chapter 2, since relation l >> ρ is valid for 
the majority of measuring systems based on the spatial filtration 
of dynamic speckles, the scaling factor can be approximated as 
A ≈ l/ρ. Considering that the average speckle size can be calculat-
ed as rS = lλ/(πρNA), Eq. (4.1) can be rewritten as  
 
NAπ
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, (4.2) 
where M is the ratio Λ/rS, which will be called here as a scaling 
coefficient. As it was shown in Section 2.3, the SNR of the pho-
todiode signal has acceptable values when the condition M ≥ π is 
fulfilled. Moreover, the scaling coefficient should not be very 
large, since according to Eq. (4.2) the resolution of the discussed 
technique is inversely proportional to it. Therefore, it seems rea-
sonable to keep its value in the range from π to 2π.  
The second parameter defining the resolution is the beam ra-
dius at the object surface, w = ρNA. As it was noted in section 
4.1, presence or absence of the regularly modulated photodiode 
signal is defined by the type of speckle pattern motion: transla-
tion or boiling, respectively. And the speckle motion inevitably 
becomes boiling when the average curvature of the scanned sur-
face is comparable with the wavefront curvature of the illumi-
nating beam. The speckles are formed by the light scattered 
from the whole illuminated area. In case when this area is suffi-
ciently larger than the defect, some part of the defect-free area is 
permanently scanned providing translational speckles in quanti-
ties necessary for formation of the regularly modulated photo-
diode signal. In other words, smallest detectable defect size is in 
the direct relation with the size of the illumination spot. 
Thus, the resolution of discussed technique depends on both 
the surface shift necessary for formation of one modulation pe-
riod and the radius of the laser spot on the studied surface. It is 
easy to see that numerical aperture of the illuminating beam, 
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NA, and distance from the beam waist to the surface, ρ, have in-
fluence on both of these parameters. And while reduction of the 
later results in decrease of ∆x as well as w, the former property 
influence these parameters differently. So increasing of only the 
beam numerical aperture will multiply number of the modula-
tion periods produced by scanning of the unit of surface (thus 
increasing the resolution) and enlarge the size of the laser spot 
on the surface (which decrease the resolution). Therefore, de-
pending on the requirements imposed on the measuring system 
this parameter of the optical setup should be always optimized. 
Moreover, one should remember that in order to keep SNR at 
the high enough level, any changes of the illumination spot size 
should be done together with the proper adjustment of the peri-
od and/or position of the spatial filter. 
 
Figure 4.2 Oscilloscope trace obtained by scanning surface area containing the defect 
(non-through hole with diameter twice smaller than that of the laser spot on the sur-
face).  
The photodiode response shown in Fig. 4.2 is received from 
the same surface area and with the same value of ρ as the re-
sponse from Fig. 4.1(b). But in this case the numerical aperture 
of the beam was doubled in order to show how parameters w 
and ∆x influence the technique resolution. As one can see, the 
modulation frequency of the signal presented in Fig. 4.2 is high-
er than that of the signals shown in Fig. 4.1. It shows that the 
value of ∆x has decreased and scanning of the same surface area 
produces more periods of the signal modulation. It should be 
noted that both the spacing and position of the spatial filter 
were adjusted in order to compensate for growth of the illumi-
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nation spot and keep the SNR at the high enough level. That has 
leaded to slight increase of the scaling coefficient M, and, conse-
quently, the difference between the frequencies of the signals 
shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 is less than twofold. However, since 
increasing of the beam numerical aperture has made the illumi-
nating spot twice bigger than the defect, the photodiode signal 
remains periodically modulated even when the laser spot cross-
es the defect center. Therefore, in process of the measuring sys-
tem design one should always try to optimize values of both ∆x 
and w. 
 
Along with detailed description of the performed experi-
ments one can find description of the prototype of the defect de-
tection system based on proposed technique and discussion of 
its performance in Paper III. 
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5 Estimation of light pen-
etration depth in turbid 
media 
The speckle effect can be observed from virtually any material. 
Therefore, methods and techniques presented in the previous 
chapters can be used in a very wide range of industrial applica-
tions. For example, it was shown [Paper IV] that in case of the 
turbid media with a rough fast-moving surface range sensing 
based on the spatial filtration of the dynamic speckles has cer-
tain advantages and can potentially compete even with the opti-
cal triangulation methods  [79]. However, in every particular 
case of using dynamic speckles formed by the turbid medium it 
is necessary to take into account influence of the speckles 
formed by the light scattered from within the material. In order 
to do that it is essential to know how deep the light penetrates 
into the material. But in contrast to a medium with negligible in-
ternal scattering, where the light penetration depth (LPD) can be 
found using Beer-Lambert law, there is no simple solution for 
LPD estimation in turbid media.  
The most widely used method for estimation of LPD in mate-
rials with internal scattering is the Monte Carlo 
simulation [80,81]. This computational method can predict be-
havior of the light in the medium with very high precision, but 
it requires high computational resources and knowledge of scat-
tering, absorption and reflection coefficients of the studied ma-
terial. Various analytical methods were developed in order to 
diminish the computational burden [82–84]. But, their computa-
tional simplicity is usually achieved at the expense of prediction 
precision, and in some cases they are accurate only under cer-
tain conditions. Just like the Monte-Carlo method, analytical 
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methods need knowledge of the medium optical properties. In 
many cases assessing of these parameters can be troublesome. 
Considering this fact, for approximate estimation of the LPD 
one can prefer some simple experimental technique. 
One of the few experimental methods for estimation of LPD 
in turbid media was proposed by Xie et al. [85]. It is based on di-
rect measurements of the fluence rate inside the material by 
means of the optical-fiber probe inserted into the needle. The 
needle is introduced into the material from the side opposite to 
the one illuminated by a laser. Insertion depth can be adjusted 
using the micrometric translation stage, thus allowing recovery 
of the fluence rate depth profile. The material LPD is estimated 
by fitting the exponential function to that profile. This method is 
very simple and straightforward, but due to its operation prin-
ciple it is destructive and inapplicable to the hard materials. An-
other experimental method described in [86] is based on the 
analysis of the light backscattered from the medium. Two nor-
mally oriented multimode optical fibers situated right against 
the sample surface are used as the point light source and detect-
ing probe, respectively. On the basis of the distance from the 
source to the detector one can assess the maximal depth from 
which the detected light has come by using simple analytical 
formula. Thus, the LPD can be estimated by finding such a 
source-detector distance that the power of detected light is e 
times decayed in respect to that of the light introduced into the 
material. In addition to simplicity, this method is non-
destructive. However, it is applicable only to the homogenous 
scattering media with low absorption, and can provide only 
rough LPD estimation. 
Thus, there is a need for simple non-contact and non-
destructive method for estimation of the turbid media LPD. In 
this chapter novel experimental method for LPD estimation will 
be demonstrated. Method is based on the analysis of the spatial 
structure variations of the speckle patterns formed by coherent 
illumination of the turbid media. An original theoretical model 
treating the light scattering in the turbid media as a reconstruc-
tion of the thick hologram will also be introduced here. 
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5.1 SPECKLE EFFECT FOR TURBID MEDIA LPD ESTIMATION 
As known, a speckle pattern is an intensity distribution pro-
duced by the mutual interference of a large number of waves 
scattered by the object [87]. In case of the turbid media, which in 
general can be represented as a random set of the scattering cen-
ters, these waves are scattered from the surface as well as from 
the bulk of the material. When a certain condition is met, by tilt-
ing the illuminating beam in respect to the material surface one 
can separate influence of the surface and inner scatterers on the 
formation of the resulting speckle pattern. It can be done when 
the laser spot position on the surface is fixed during the beam 
tilting. For that the axis around which the beam (or the object) is 
rotated should be placed on the object surface crossing the illu-
minating spot centre. Tilt of the illumination beam in respect to 
the object surface will result in the change of phase differences 
between waves reflected from a large number of scatterers situ-
ated within the material, while the phases of the waves scattered 
from the surface will remain almost unchanged. Therefore, dur-
ing the beam tilting some part of the speckle pattern will remain 
almost changeless, while the other part of the pattern will 
change considerably. And the magnitude of these changes is di-
rectly related to the material LPD. Thus, by tracking changes of 
the spatial structure of the speckle pattern one can estimate LPD 
of the medium.  
Generally speaking, formation of the speckle pattern by the 
interference of a large number of scattered waves can be approx-
imated as reconstruction of the hologram recorded by the inci-
dent beam as a reference wave with that speckle pattern as an 
object. In this case the difference between the surface and vol-
ume scattering can be attributed to the different kinds of the 
holograms: thin and thick [88]. The sample surface can be con-
sidered as a thin hologram which does not have strong angular 
selectivity. Thus, independently of the illumination angle 
changes some part of the speckle pattern will maintain its spa-
tial structure. In their turn, the speckles formed by the light scat-
tered inside the material can be considered as the original object 
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wavefront obtained by reconstruction of a volume hologram. 
Just like the thickness of the volume hologram defines its angu-
lar selectivity, the range of incidence angles of the illuminating 
beam within which the varying part of the speckle pattern still 
maintains its fine structure depends on the mean free photon 
path in turbid media. 
In any case, the observed speckle pattern is formed by the 
light backscattered/diffracted from both the surface and inside 
of the object. It would be correct to say that each layer of the ma-
terial participates in the formation of the pattern by returning 
part of the incident light back to the observation plane. In the 
isotropic turbid media intensity of the incident light wave is ex-
ponentially attenuated due to absorption and scattering pro-
cesses. At the depth of z it can be computed as: 
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where I0 and E0 are the intensity and the amplitude of the inci-
dent light at the surface, respectively, and Z is the depth at 
which the light intensity is e times smaller than at the surface. In 
other words, the parameter Z is an effective LPD. Usually single 
material layer reflects only a small fraction of the incident illu-
mination. Naturally, on its way to the object surface light is once 
again attenuated. Thus, the small increment of the backscattered 
light amplitude provided by the layer situated on the depth z 
can be estimated as 
 Z
z
R eEE

+ 0 . (5.2) 
Representation of the turbid media as a random thick holo-
gram with low diffractive efficiency will be adequate to the 
above reasoning on condition that the incident wave has low at-
tenuation or even does not decay, but the hologram itself is not 
uniform in z-direction and modulated by the factor e-z/Z. In this 
case the increment of the amplitude of the diffracted light wave 
from the depth z is also defined by the Eq. (5.2). The angular se-
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lectivity of such a hologram can be illustrated by the well 
known method of Ewald spheres [89]. In Fig. 5.1 are shown all 
light waves and the hologram in a spatial-frequency domain. 
Two circles with the radiuses of 2π/λ and 2πn/λ, where n is the 
material refractive index, are representing Ewald spheres for all 
possible light waves in the air and medium, respectively. Two 
vectors pointing up-left are representing incident and refracted 
waves prior to the object rotation, and the horizontal vector 
pointing right is a wave diffracted from the hologram. The hol-
ogram vector is denoted as K . Angles θ and θn are incidence 
angles in the air and in the medium, respectively. In their turn, 
angles δθ and δθn show the change of the incidence angles due to 
the beam tilting. As one can see from the Fig. 5.1 incidence and 
refraction angles are in exact correspondence with the Snell’s 
law.  
 
Figure 5.1 Schematic representation of the diffraction from the thick hologram in spa-
tial-frequency domain. Circles with the radiuses of 2π/λ and 2πn/λ are representing 
Ewald spheres for all possible light waves in the air and medium, respectively. Angles 
θ and δθ are incidence angle and its change due to rotation in the air, while θn and δθn 
– in the medium. Two vectors pointing up-left are representing incident and refracted 
waves. The horizontal vector pointing right is a diffracted wave. Vector denoted as 
K is a hologram vector. (Originally from Paper V) 
In this coordinate system, fulfillment of the Bragg’s law for 
thick holograms requires coincidence of end points of the inci-
dent and diffracted wave vectors with the end points of the grat-
ing vector. In the ideal case the grating vector has a fixed length, 
and light diffraction from the hologram is possible only at a cer-
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tain angle of incidence. However, due to the finite thickness of 
the hologram there always is small uncertainty in the grating 
vector length. As a result, the light can be diffracted at some set 
of incidence angles with the efficiency defined by the proximity 
of the incidence angle to the Bragg angle. Unlike the light 
waves, the hologram is fixed in respect to the object and its vec-
tor cannot be rotated. It is easy to see that change of the inci-
dence angle by δθ causes rotation of the wave vector corre-
sponding to the refracted beam by δθn. Owing to the rotation the 
end-point of this vector follows the arc shown in Fig. 5.1 by a 
thick line. Since the end-points of the incident and the grating 
vectors should coincide and the hologram vector cannot be ro-
tated, when the incidence angle is changed the right end-point 
of the vector K also follows the arc, going out of the sphere of 
possible positions for the reconstructed wave. It leads to the 
Bragg condition mismatch. As a measure of this mismatch can 
be used horizontal displacement ζ of the grating vector end-
point in respect to the end-point of the diffracted wave vector. 
Due to the mentioned properties of the hologram vector, the 
horizontal coordinates of left and right end-points of the vector 
K  are changing in the same way. Thus, for simplicity here will 
be considered coordinate of the left end-point, which is defined 
as: 
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Shift of the end-point caused by the change of the illumination 
angle on δθ can be defined through differentiation of the 
Eq. (5.3) with respect to the angle: 
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The space-frequency domain is nothing else but the Fourier 
domain. Therefore, considering the introduced mismatch pa-
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rameter, the relative amplitude of the reconstructed hologram 
can be evaluated as: 
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And the intensity of the reconstructed wave is proportional to 
the square modulus of this equation: 
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As was mentioned above, formation of the speckle pattern 
can be considered as a hologram reconstruction. Therefore, 
change of the speckle pattern spatial structure caused by beam 
tilting (or the object rotation) can be regarded as weakening of 
the initial hologram due to the mismatch from the Bragg condi-
tion by the parameter ζ in the spatial frequency domain. In this 
case the maximum of the correlation function calculated for two 
speckle pattern snapshots taken before and after the object rota-
tion should also obey Eq. (5.6). And equation describing the de-
pendence of the correlation function amplitude on the illumina-
tion angle can be obtained by substituting Eq. (5.4) into Eq. (5.6). 
5.2 DISCUSSION OF THE METHOD  
Equation derived in the previous section describes relations be-
tween the correlation function maximum and the illumination 
angle only for the speckles formed by the light backscattered 
from inside the material. As it was mentioned above, any opti-
cally rough surface can be considered as a thin hologram with 
low angular selectivity. The spatial structure of the speckle pat-
tern formed by the surface scattering is almost independent of 
the changes of the incidence angle. However, change of the il-
lumination angle causes shift of such a speckle pattern in respect 
to the fixed observer. In terms of the correlation function maxi-
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mum, shift of the constant speckle pattern in respect to the fixed 
camera taking snapshots of that pattern results in the linear de-
cline of the correlation peak amplitude. The behavior of light 
scattered from the surface is identical for materials with surface-
only scattering (e.g., metals) and for materials with internal scat-
tering (e.g., semitransparent plastics). Therefore, while in the 
former case the correlation peak will decline linearly along with 
the change of the angle, in the later case the correlation function 
amplitude will have bell-shaped decay in the area of small angle 
changes and linear decay in the area of large angle changes. De-
pendencies of the correlation function amplitude on the illumi-
nation angle for materials with different properties are present-
ed in Fig. 5.2. 
 
Figure 5.2 Correlation peak amplitude versus change of illumination angle measured 
for different materials. (Originally from Paper V)  
As one can see, while graphs of semitransparent materials 
with both low (white plastic and Teflon) and high (cardboard 
and pine wood) absorption have a certain similarity, in accord-
ance with the theory they have a noticeable difference with the 
graph of the material without internal scattering (metal). The 
graphs representing turbid media are clearly nonlinear and, at 
least in the region of small angle changes, decline much faster 
than the graph representing the metal. Moreover, as expected, 
the rate of the graph decline is directly proportional to the mate-
rial LPD. As an example can be compared graphs of the card-
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board and the Teflon. Due to the high absorption, optical pene-
tration depth in the cardboard is very small. Therefore, the 
speckle pattern in the observation plane is formed by the light 
scattered from the material surface and layers situated in its 
immediate vicinity. Consequently, the dependence of the spatial 
structure of this pattern on the illumination angle is manifested 
weakly, which is displayed by the graph. In contrast to the 
cardboard, optical absorption in the Teflon is considerably low-
er, while the LPD is much larger. Therefore, variation of the il-
lumination angle causes significant changes in the spatial struc-
ture of the speckle pattern formed by the Teflon. This leads to a 
rapid decrease of the amplitude of the correlation function max-
imum within a relatively small range of angles. In principle, 
outside of this range influence of the inner scattering on the cor-
relation function should be negligible, and the graph shape 
should become linear. However, graph of both samples with 
low absorption and large LPD are almost constant after some 
angle. Nonetheless, although absence of the linear decline can-
not be explained in the context of combination of inner and sur-
face scattering, this fact does not compromise the method, since 
only a region of small angle changes is relevant for LPD estima-
tion.  
 So the material LPD can be estimated judging by the width 
of the corresponding graph. It can be done numerically by fit-
ting a proper function into the experimental data. Influence of 
the inner scattering on the correlation function has been dis-
cussed in the previous section. In its turn, influence of surface 
scattering can be described by the linear equation in a slope–
intercept form. Thus, the dependence of the correlation function 
maximum on the illumination angle is described by the follow-
ing formula: 
 dc
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where C0 is the autocorrelation function amplitude, Z is the ef-
fective LPD, ζ is a term accounting the alteration of speckles re-
lated to the inner scattering caused by the illumination angle 
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change, δθ is the illumination angle change, c is the slope of the 
linear decline corresponding to the surface scattering, and d is 
the constant. Fitting of this function to the experimental data be-
comes much simpler after following variable transformations: 
 22
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Substitution of Eqs. (5.8) into Eq. (5.7) gives following fit model: 
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where a, b, c and d are the model parameters, and δθ is the inde-
pendent variable.  
By finding these parameters one can easily exclude influence 
of the surface scattering and analyze separately the behavior of 
internally scattered light as a function of the illumination angle. 
Dependences of the correlation function amplitude from the il-
lumination angle for speckle patterns formed by the light scat-
tered inside different materials are shown in Fig. 5.3. As one can 
see from this figure, after exclusion of the surface scattering in-
fluence the graph representing the metal became a straight line 
coinciding with the abscissa axis, which confirms that according 
to the discussed method there is no LPD in the metal. In their 
turn, graphs corresponding to the semitransparent materials 
show that the smallest LPD is in the cardboard, while the largest 
one is in the Teflon. The decrease of the amplitude of the graph 
with the growth of LPD can be easily explained, since the mag-
nitude of the speckle pattern variation is directly proportional to 
the penetration depth, and smaller angle change is required for 
complete decorrelation. In other words, there is possibility that 
at very high values of the LPD even very fine change of the il-
lumination angle can lead to complete change of the spatial 
structure of the speckle pattern formed by the internally scat-
tered light. This can be avoided by increasing angular resolution 
of the measuring system. Thus, it is advisable to always opti-
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mize the system resolution with respect to the optical properties 
of the studied material. 
 
Figure 5.3 Correlation peak amplitude versus change of illumination angle only for the 
light scattered inside the material. Dots are representing the experimental data, while 
solid lines – least squares fitting. (Originally from Paper V) 
As one can see, it is possible to qualitatively compare LPD of 
different materials judging by the width of the graphs shown in 
Fig. 5.3. But this width can be also used for quantitative estima-
tion of the material LPD. In the model described by Eq. (5.9) 
width of the bell-shaped function is defined by the parameter a. 
If the refractive index of the studied material is known one can 
calculate penetration depth using Eq. (5.8) as: 
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It is clear from Eq. (5.10) that coefficient 1/a have the same order 
of magnitude as the ratio of effective penetration depth to the 
wavelength of the illuminating beam. In other words, it approx-
imately shows effective LPD expressed in wavelengths of the in-
cident light. The reciprocal values of the parameter a for semi-
transparent materials are presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Reciprocal value of the parameter a for different materials 
Material 1/a 
Cardboard 834.44 
Pine wood 3596.58 
White plastic 4056.03 
Teflon 4768.94 
 
Unfortunately, optical properties of turbid media are not 
widely reported. Among the listed materials, there is trustwor-
thy information only about Teflon PTFE: its refractive index was 
reported to be approximately 1.35 at the wavelength of 633 nm. 
Consequently, the value of the Teflon LPD according to the dis-
cussed method is equal to 1.39 mm. However, this value cannot 
be compared with the published data because the search for 
LPD value of the Teflon in the visible range was unsuccessful. 
Results published in Paper VI can be used as a reference. In this 
work the effective LPD of the Teflon reported as 0.78 mm was 
estimated using method mentioned in the introduction to this 
chapter [86]. This method provides only approximate results. 
Therefore, since the difference between the results is less than 
twofold, one can consider the later result as a support of the fea-
sibility of discussed method. 
Certainly, there is a need for further studies. Here only a 
rough model describing the light scattering in the turbid media 
as a reconstruction of the thick hologram was presented. At the 
moment this model cannot explain behavior of the graphs corre-
sponding to the highly scattering materials with low optical ab-
sorption in the region of large angle changes. Moreover, it is on-
ly partly applicable to the anisotropic materials and in this re-
gard it is far from being complete. Also necessity of refractive 
index value for quantitative LPD estimation could be considered 
as a method limitation. However, it was shown that qualitative 
estimation of the LPD does not require knowledge of any optical 
properties of the material. Moreover, the refractive index of the 
turbid media can be measured by variety of methods, see for ex-
ample [85,90]. The discussed method is simple, versatile, non-
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contact and non-destructive. Therefore, it appears to be very 
promising. 
 
Detailed description of the performed experiments and data 
processing algorithm, and discussion of the experimental data 
are provided in Paper V. 
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6 Summary 
The goal of this work is development of new simple and reliable 
optical measuring systems based on dynamic speckles and im-
provement of existing systems. 
We presented novel method for estimation of light penetra-
tion depth (LPD) in turbid media. The method utilizes strong 
dependence of the speckle pattern spatial structure on the light 
backscattered from within the material. We proposed here sim-
ple theoretical model based on the theory of Bragg diffraction 
from volume holograms which describes structural changes of 
the speckle pattern caused by the variation of the illumination 
conditions with reasonable precision. It was demonstrated here 
that the proposed model allows quantitative estimation of the 
LPD if only one optical parameter of the turbid medium (name-
ly, the refractive index) is known, while there is no need for any 
material properties for qualitative LPD estimation. The method 
is relatively simple, fast, non-contact and non-destructive. Re-
sults provided by the proposed method (see Paper VI) are in 
good agreement with the results obtained by using alternative 
experimental method. 
We presented in the Thesis another original experimental 
method allowing detection of small surface defects of nontrans-
parent materials. The detection is done through analysis of the 
light intensity modulation caused by the spatial filtering of dy-
namic speckles. We demonstrated that the periodical modula-
tion of the spatially filtered scattered light (which is typical 
when any optically rough surface is fast scanned by the laser 
beam) disappears when the radius of the surface curvature is 
comparable with the wavefront radius of the illuminating beam, 
which is typical for the surface defects. We proposed to use this 
observation as an indicator of the defects. It was shown that the 
resolution of the proposed method is defined solely by the geo-
metrical parameters of the optical setup. Due to its operational 
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principle this method is immune to the optical noise with the 
frequencies lower than that of the high-frequency periodical in-
tensity modulation. Practicability of proposed method was 
demonstrated by experimental results and by the prototype of 
the defect detection system reported in Paper III.  
Also, we presented theoretical analysis of the fundamental 
accuracy limits of the measuring systems based on spatial filtra-
tion of dynamic speckles (such as velocimeters and range sen-
sors) induced by the stochastic nature of speckles, which has 
shown that the maximal measurement accuracy of these systems 
is defined only by the geometrical parameters of the optical set-
up. We demonstrate that in the realistic measurement systems 
the theoretical accuracy limit can be reached with the proper da-
ta processing algorithms. Validity of the theoretical analysis is 
supported by the experimental results (see Paper I). The devel-
oped theory can prove as a useful tool for estimation of the 
achievable accuracy of a particular measuring system based on 
spatial filtration of dynamic speckles, identification of the fac-
tors restraining the system performance, and optimization of the 
system design so that the system components are matched with 
each other to provide the highest possible performance. 
Besides, we proposed to use a micro-electro-mechanical sys-
tem (MEMS) mirror as a deflector in the dynamic speckles range 
sensor (see Paper II). We demonstrated that systematic variation 
of the scanning speed originating from the operational principle 
of the MEMS mirror does not compromise the measurements 
accuracy. It was shown that the analytical expression developed 
for depiction of system response to the varying scanning speed 
is in the good agreement with the experimental results. For the 
signal processing we proposed to use fast, simple and reliable 
ZC technique. Also, we briefly discussed the parameters of the 
optical setup and the signal processing which are crucial for op-
timization of the system performance.  
This thesis showed that there is still potential for improve-
ment of existing and development of completely new laser 
speckle applications. From the technical point of view, two orig-
inal measurement systems for LPD estimation and surface de-
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fect detection, as well as new modification of the dynamic 
speckles range sensor, were designed, developed and tested. All 
of these systems have proved to be simple, reliable and cost-
efficient. From the theoretical point of view, fundamental accu-
racy limits of the systems utilizing spatial filtration of laser 
speckles and ways to optimize performance of these systems 
were analyzed. 
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It would not be wrong to say that 
there is still potential for improve-
ment of existing and development of 
completely new applications based on 
dynamic speckles, although they are 
known for many decades. In this the-
sis two novel methods based on dy-
namic speckles for detection of small 
defects of nontransparent surfaces 
and for estimation of light penetra-
tion depth in turbid media are pre-
sented. Also, theoretical limits of the 
measurement accuracy of the systems 
based on spatial filtering of dynamic 
speckles are examined. Besides, utili-
zation of a micro-electro-mechanical 
system (MEMS) mirror as a deflector 
in the dynamic speckles range sensor 
is discussed in this work.
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